Colleague ERP Environment Questionnaire
Due no later than 11 February, 2015
Name of Institution: __Eastern Wyoming College________
Date Completed: ____February 5, 2015___
Please provide answers below each question using this form.
1. How many Colleague users do you currently have?
EWC has 35 named licensed users
2. Are you currently using the Ellucian Colleague Portal (SharePoint)?
No
3. Please provide a description of all current reporting solutions which access the Colleague
Production database.
EWC uses Colleague reporting Operational Analytics (CROA)
4. What reporting tools do you use outside of SAP or that you plan to purchase over the next year?
None
5. What validation routines and processes do you have in place to validate the accuracy of data?
EWC’s Data Auditor double checks data against enrollment; looks for missing data and
anomalies; and uses a validation tool from the Wyoming College Commission on a limited
basis.
6. Please provide a description of any third party data integration that accesses the Colleague
Production database.
None
7. Please provide the following current specifications for your Colleague production database
server:
a. What version of Windows Server are you currently using?
2008 R2 SP1
b. How much total memory is allocated to the server?
16 GB
c. How much total memory is allocated to SQL server?
16 GB, production database server and SQL server are on the same server
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d. How many processors are allocated to the server and what is there speed?
2 servers, speed – 2.67 GHz
e. How much memory is currently allocated to the Colleague database listener?
16 GB
f. Do you house any other databases on the Colleague Production database server and if
so, what are they and what is there size?
No other databases are on the production server, just Colleague
g. What is the size of your Colleague Production database?
85 GB
h. Do you currently use a SAN for your Production Colleague system? If so, please provide
the model and technical specifications of the SAN to include total and available disk
space?
Yes, Model – EMC VNXe 3300, total disk size – 1.48 TB, disk space available – 800 GB
i. Is this a virtual or physical server?
Virtual
j. What is the current version of Java installed on the server?
Java 8.31
8. Please provide the following current specifications for your Colleague production application
server:
a. What version of Windows Server are you currently using?
2008 R2 SP1
b. How much total memory is allocated to the server?
8 GB
c. How many processors are allocated to the server and what is there speed?
2 processors, speed – 2.67 GHz
d. Do you have more than one application listener? If so, how many?
Yes, 3 application listeners
e. How much memory is currently allocated to the Colleague application listener(s)?
8 GB
f. Are any other applications other than Colleague and SQL hosted on the production
application server? If so, what are they?
No
g. Is this a virtual or physical server?
Virtual
h. What is the current version of Java installed on the server?
Java 8.31
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i.

What is the current version of SQL Server and how many licenses do you have for the
production Colleague system?
SQL 2008, licenses – 35

9. Please provide a description of your current backup solution for the Colleague Database and
Application servers. Please include how long it takes to complete nightly.
EWC uses Backup Exec 2012
Application server – takes 3 hours
Database server – takes 20 hours
10. How up to date is your environment for Windows updates?
Within 6 – 8 weeks
11. How up to date is your environment for Colleague updates?
Current with updates
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